[The Impact That SPECT Collection Angle and Collection Orbit Gives to an Image: Myocardial Digital Phantom Study].
We evaluated the effect that collection angle and collection orbit condition gave to an image quantitatively by simulating the single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) system. Using the Software Package of the Nuclear Medicine Data Processor for Research, we performed making of the myocardial digital phantom, three ways of different simulation of the collection angle and collection orbit, and making of reference of the uniform picture element level. We calculated NMSE for uniformity evaluation and calculated myocardial thickness full width at half maximum (FWHM) for a spatial resolution evaluation. 360 degrees circular orbit collection had best uniformity. 180 degrees noncircular orbit collection had best spatial resolution. By using the digital phantom, we focused on only collection angle and collection orbit condition, and focused on two indexes of the uniformity and the spatial resolution and were able to show a quantitative index.